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SPY's 1-min Power Trend Chart (Additional Trades)  
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Lessons to Learn from Today's Trading Day 

Here's the quote which helped set up the successful trading of today's session: 

Instead, we'll be breakdown "Bear Flag" Bearish on a trigger break under 2,065 which could open 

a sudden, impulsive sell pathway down toward 2,050 once again.   

Instead, we'll trade (intraday or swing trading) the movement AWAY FROM 2,080 toward 2,100 

or 2,055.   

With more Greek news - they rejected the austerity measures - stocks once again collapsed to our known buy-

support level of 2,055 (our target mentioned last week) and once again rallied up away from this key target 

level. There really weren't any "ideal" trades that we highlight on the rally up UNLESS you were willing to play 

aggressively the bounce up away from this target level on a repeat of last Monday's bounce session.  There 

were small bull flag entries on the 1-min chart on the way "Up away from" 2,055 if you were inclined to play 

this stick-saved repeat rally. 

Otherwise, we had our first - also aggressive - short-sale entry into the underside of our key pivot and target 

level near Thursday's closing price.  The negative divergences and clear reversal candles into this pivot point 

allowed for aggressive "fade" or reversal strategies, even though price was on the opposite side of the 20 and 

50 EMAs (5-min). 

And if you didn't want to trade the aggressive/volatile morning rallies - and decline - then you had the 

breakdown (see 1-min chart) back under the 50 EMA ("Line in the Sand") or little flag/retracements along the 

way as price once again traded DOWN TOWARD our 2,055 target level.  Compare the 1-min and 5-min charts 

to see the small bear flags that triggered on the expected pathway lower. 

There wasn't a great opportunity - from an ideal trading standpoint - to trade the bounce higher unless you 

just simply used the aggressive logic "they will support-it up and stick-save bounce it" which of course they 

did.  Buyers are aggressively defending this level and as long as they continue to do so, you can make money 

from their collective interventionst actions. 

 

Economic Reports for Tomorrow... 

International Trade (8:30am) 

Redbook (8:55am) 

JOLT (Job Openings/Labor):  10:00am 
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July 6 Power Trenders Strong Trending Stock Scan 

 

We're seeing the NEW top twelve relative strength leaders (via algorithm) in trending markets and the general 

expectation is to buy retracements or breakouts in these strongly trending names.  The logic is that what is strong tends 

to get stronger (stocks attracting money flow tend to continue attracting additional money flow).  Right now these 

would be the names and thus candidates above for you to do additional research and add these to your stock-scan list 

for possible inclusion into a swing trading portfolio on pullbacks or outright breakouts. 

HOW WE USE THESE STOCKS: 

I write the Power-Trending Stock Section for Swing Traders looking for candidates that complex stock scans will likely 

miss.  The scan targets strongly trending stocks and the expectation is that price will continue trending higher, though of 

course additional analysis is required rather than just buying these names collectively.  To participate in these stocks, we 

typically wait for a pullback/retracement to a rising moving average or Fibonacci/Trendline level to put on a 

buy/retracement where the stop is trailed under the average.  These would be similar to how I describe intraday 'flag' 

retracements on a developing Trend Day. 
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Cross-Market Grid Update 

 

The most important thing to know right now is that OIL is COLLAPSING.   

Oil remains in a higher timeframe DOWNTREND and any hope of bullish reversal is thus dashed and negated - 

there IS no bullish reversal - price simply completed a Dead Cat Bounce and this is the impulsive downswing 

after the 'bounce' retracement. 

Otherwise, stocks ... buyers continue defend/intervene at the 2,055 target level which is our critical focal 

point. 

Gold triggered a BEAR TRAP and FALSE BREAKDOWN when buyers pushed the price up away from - and back 

above - $1,170.  Gold is thus bullish to move up away from $1,170 AS LONG AS it remains above this level. 

Finally the Dollar continued to strengthen though the negative divergences are building and our pivot remains 

$96.00. 
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Game-Planning the Next Day (30-min) 

 

At this point we'll over-simplify our planning levels as the following: 

The market is RANGE NEUTRAL between 2,055 (intervention support) and 2,075 (Fibonacci and Price Resistance). 

The market is pro-trend bullish breakout "short squeeze" if above 2,080 - targeting 2,100 or higher 

And the market is bearish for a collapse/liquidation and breakdown impulse if under 2,055 and 2,050. 

Though price should probably go lower, buyers are collectively intervening as can be seen with the spike 

reversals off 2,055 and thus we'll respect their action and join with them as long as they keep flooding capital 

into the market to prevent what would be a natural and even expected sell-off.  I think it's abundantly clear in 

2015 that price can be manipulated higher and we must adjust to this reality or else lose money to the buying 

pressure (and short-squeeze). 
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Planning the Next Day (Daily Chart)    

 

A Dead Cat Bounce took price "up away from 2,055" which is the support of Price and the 200 day SMA.  Price 

stalled above 2,080 - our target - and fell back to this level again today, making 2,060 and 2,055 our critical 

pivot.  Buyers are actively preventing a sell-off here and perhaps they find great value at current levels.  The 

reason never matters - only price.  For now, we're going to respect the buyers as long as the market is above 

2,060 for a possible bounce up away from 2,060.  However, under a normal/natural price action market, we 

would be aggressively shorting here and especially on a breakdown under 2,055 which could open an instant 

sell/liquidation pathway straight down toward 2,045 then 2,000 again.  Use 2,055 as your critical planning 

pivot. 


